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Geographic Information Coordinating Council 

MANAGEMENT AND OPERATIONS COMMITTEE 
April 20, 2015 

1:00 to 2:00 PM 

OITS 

3700 Wake Forest Road 

Conference Room 4 

 

 MINUTES 
 

1. Chair Stan Duncan welcomed Bob Brinson, Doug Newcomb, Sarah Porper, Dan Madding, 

Tim Johnson, Jeff Brown, and on the phone Lucy Cardwell (for Kathryn Clifton) and Ryan 

Draughn 

 

2. Minutes of the March 16th meeting were approved with two corrections (“revaluation” is 

replaced with “reappraisal” on page 2, and full spelling of NC 911 Board on page 1).  

 

3. Quick Updates  

a. Statewide Orthoimagery Program 

Tim Johnson provided an update on the status of the statewide orthoimagery program. For the 

2014 project, the 60 day final review is complete, with no additional quality issues. The 

USGS received a copy of the Greensboro-Winston-Salem urban area, conducted a quality 

review, and found no issues. A final report on the 2014 project will be submitted to the NC 

911 Board in June. For the 2015 Southern Piedmont and Mountains, acquisition was 

completed on April 12. The winter flying conditions were unfavorable more than normal, 

creating a challenge for leaf-off, snow-free acquisition. Review will watch for leaf-on issues 

in the locations flown latest. Acquisition over Fort Bragg and Camp Mackall was successful. 

Contractors are in the process of post processing, another step ultimately leading to an 

orthophoto product. Quality control preparation and contacts to local governments are 

underway. Outreach will include presentations at three Land Records Management workshops 

in the region. Looking ahead, planning for the 27 counties in the coastal area is underway with 

outreach to the military installations in that region.  

 

b. Parcels 

Jeff Brown presented a status map showing 56 counties published in 2015, taking the total 

transformed to 81 counties to date. Another 12 counties are in progress and seven are 

scheduled for April and May. The goal remains 100 counties by the end of the fiscal year. 

Operation and maintenance of the Parcel Transformer in the Carbon Cloud can continue next 

fiscal year with an optional third year of the contract with Carbon Project, Inc. The NC 

OneMap team has published all 81 completed counties as services and downloadable data. 

Stan met with Kevin Leonard, Executive Director of the NC Association of County 

Commissioners, who offered to contact county officials who appear reluctant to participate 

and share parcel data. Stan appreciated the work of the project team. As an example of the 

practicality of the online tool, Cleveland County (the first county to respond to the letter from 

Stan and David Baker, Department of Revenue, encouraging participation) has participated 
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fully and has already refreshed its parcels in the Parcel Transformer on its own since earlier 

this year.   

 

4. Council Membership Update 

Tim reported that the federal appointment to the Council is still pending. The House 

appointments will expire at the end of May and Senate appointments will expire at the end of 

June. The Chair may send letters with proposed appointments. A person with economic 

development experience would be valuable but has not been identified. 

 

5. Report from each of the Standing Committees 

Ryan Draughn reported that SMAC met April 15. Noteworthy items were the oblique imagery 

guidance document that was well received and is complete except for minor edits to note that 

referenced vendors are an example, not a complete list, and to omit an inventory map for 

which complete, current data are not available. This is a practice document, not a standard, 

intended to inform local governments that may be considering acquisition of oblique imagery. 

A local business case for oblique imagery is an important consideration. As oblique imagery 

use has evolved, the primary benefits come from applications in property tax appraisal (e.g., 

perspective on property under trees, and an additional year of imagery between 4-year cycles 

of orthoimagery to identify locations of change in property), and public safety (e.g., sides of 

buildings with entryways, windows, etc.). For example, Henderson County will acquire 

oblique imagery in 2016. Stan recommended another graphic image to represent benefits, for 

example, an oblique perspective that reveals that a residential structure is a car port (where 

flood waters can flow through) and not a garage that could be damaged by flooding; the 

distinction is not visible in orthoimagery in the same location. He also recommended an 

additional statement to clarify that oblique imagery is a complement to but not a replacement 

for orthoimagery. Jeff will capture these recommendations in the document. Ryan concluded 

that SMAC is ready to hand over the document to the Council for posting on the Council 

website under practices. Ryan observed that this practice document can be modified over time 

as adjustments are needed.  

 

Regarding SMAC and metadata implementation, Ryan summarized the approach presented by 

Jeff Brown to prepare and present metadata training materials in online and in-person formats 

over the next 18 months. Sarah Wray, NCDOT GIS, volunteered to chair a metadata training 

committee, Steve Averett offered the City of Greensboro as a test site for tools and materials, 

and others stepped forward to participate. Dan Madding agreed to be on the committee, too. 

This will build on the work of the ad-hoc metadata committee and the adopted State and Local 

Government Metadata Profile.  

 

The NC Board on Geographic Names recommended approval of names for Barker Creek in 

Granville and Vance Counties and Penland Creek in Buncombe County (previously unnamed 

streams). SMAC approved these recommendations. Final approval rests with the US Board on 

Geographic Names.  

 

As requested by Management & Operations Committee last month, SMAC requested the 

Working Group for Orthophotography Planning, chaired by Gary Thompson, to create a plan 

and timeline for deriving elevation data products from new LiDAR data. As discussed 
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previously, several products derived from old LiDAR data are served as web services via NC 

OneMap. The tasks include creation and maintenance of products, one set of which—

contours—requires significant processing. Various consumers prefer contours as services and 

downloadable shapefiles as opposed to creating their own custom contours using software 

tools or using raster elevation data instead of contours. The Working Group will work through 

issues and identify roles and responsibilities for a collective solution.   

 

Ryan also noted that Silvia Terziotti’s update on USGS programs included a grant program 

for elevation and hydrography.  

 

Ryan added that last week’s NCLGISA meeting included discussions of the organization’s 

roles. NCLGISA would like to have more member involvement in public boards and 

committees. Joseph Sloop andTwyla McDermott (Council members) and Chris Koltyk 

(Working Group for Orthophotography Planning) are active NCLGISA members. Ryan 

encouraged the association to have more local engagement and to communicate information 

to their IT departments.   

 

Doug reported that the Federal Interagency Committee has a full Executive Committee 

following an election that resulted in another term for Denise Smith, Chad Ferguson, and 

David Wyatt. Julia Harrell joins the committee as secretary (replacing Drew Pilant). The next 

general meeting will take place on May 6 at the USACE offices in Wilmington. Featured 

presentations will be Erik Hund of NOAA on the Digital Coast and Hope Morgan on the new 

LiDAR data. Jeff Brown will give updates on statewide Framework datasets and NC OneMap. 

Members will share information in a roundtable discussion. Doug added that there is much 

interest in the new LiDAR data among federal scientists and he has been pleased with the 

point files that he has analyzed to date. Also, 2014 imagery from the National Agricultural 

Imagery Program (NAIP) for NC was delivered to USGS and NC Department of Agriculture 

& Consumer Services. Doug plan NDVI analysis on NAIP.   

 

Lucy Cardwell, GIS Coordinator for Currituck County, reported on behalf of Kat Clifton and 

the Local Government Committee that the group developed an outline for an e-book on the 

Value of GIS in local and state governments in NC. She displayed the outline and emphasized 

collaboration and public access. The e-book is intended to support project proposals, grant 

proposals, and budget justifications. LGC members plan to consult with their respective 

professional organizations for ideas and content. This effort will take advantage of work done 

on the two LGC newsletters (on the value of statewide data), preparation for the GIS 

Showcase (cancelled by weather), and statements of Council members. LGC seeks volunteers 

for editing, graphics, stories, formatting, etc. to produce an attractive e-book. M&O confirmed 

the value of an e-book effort and encouraged LGC to continue its work.  

 

Lucy added that LGC discussed GIS across local government operations and ways to make 

better use of data and applications and more coordination as GIS has grown. Also, LGC 

expects to have a positive influence on metadata implementation. Training resources and 

outreach may overcome unfamiliarity and fear of metadata among some local GIS data 

managers. LGC members can present information to their respective organizations. Jeff 
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confirmed that LGC can play a valuable role in implementing the metadata standard. Lucy 

observed that metadata for parcels, roads, and addresses is a priority.  

 

For the Technical Advisory Committee, Dan Madding reported progress on a report on cloud 

solutions. David Giordano contributed to hosting of map services in the cloud. What to name 

the document is not clear, but a draft is under review by technical advisors in state and local 

government. Regarding technical architecture system design, OITS has developed a new 

guide (approval still pending) that will be valuable for GIS projects.  

 

Dan Madding reported on behalf of John Farley that SGUC continues to make progress 

negotiation an Enterprise License Agreement with Esri. It will be a 3-year agreement. Some 

department costs will go up. SGUC Executive Committee will meet April 28 to review details 

and pricing. The process includes MOUs to be signed by each participating state agency to 

confirm commitments, before the SCIO signs an ELA. Agency costs will be fixed for three 

years. 

 

SGUC is monitoring legislation but has not seen any GIS issues of concern to date. Also, the 

Executive Committee is coordinating a revised version of a template for state agencies and 

NCDOT Photogrammetry to agree that NCDOT will acquire imagery and/or perform other 

services, subject to a specific work order and estimate as need arises. This will help prevent 

duplicative efforts in emergency situations.  

  

SGUC members have much interest in LiDAR data and derived elevation products. Also, 

SGUC is interested in a policy that would require owners of framework and Council priority 

datasets to publish services with standard capabilities and make the datasets discoverable 

through NC OneMap. Members commented that providing data on an FTP site for access by 

request is important but not sufficient for realizing the potential value of the Council’s priority 

datasets.  

6. Legislative Update 

No items to report at this time.  

 

7. Next Council Meetings 

Tim shared a plan for presentations to the Council. Wake County will describe its use of GIS 

modeling for open space prioritization on May 13. On August 13, Kyle Snyder has agreed to 

present on Unmanned Aircraft Systems. For the May 13th meeting, Stan has lined up Jon Beck 

for stating the value of GIS and he has invited another local government person. 

 

8. Future Meeting Dates:  

May 18, 2015 

June 15, 2015 

 

The meeting adjourned at 2:02 PM.   


